Peter Thompson
Broadcaster and communication consultant
Peter Thompson is a broadcaster, educator, author and
communication consultant. He presented ABC TV’s
Talking Heads – intimate conversations about the lives
of prominent Australians – for six seasons and was the
voice of ABC Radio’s AM and Radio National Breakfast
for fourteen years.
Peter’s passion for communication extends far beyond
broadcasting. He is a Fellow of the Australia and New
Zealand School of Government where he teaches
executive programs in communication strategy and
adaptive change, risk and crisis communication and
behavioural change.
Peter is a highly experienced keynote speaker at
conferences and executive educational programs on
topics such as leadership, communication strategy, risk and crisis communication and behavioural
change.
He is also in demand as a facilitator/interviewer and Master of Ceremonies at conferences,
community meetings, conventions and awards nights.
Peter is Director of the Centre for Leadership which works with the public, private and not-forprofit sectors on communication strategy and practice. Its services include media and presentation
training and creating Hypotheticals as feature corporate events.
He was presented with the prestigious University of NSW Alumni Association Award for
Achievement for his involvement in the community campaign that saved Tasmania’s Franklin River
from hydro-electric development. He wrote two books on the issue, Power in Tasmania and Bob
Brown of the Franklin River, and was closely involved in developing and implementing the
successful campaign strategy.
His other books include Persuading Aristotle and The Secrets of the Great Communicators, which
became a bestseller.
Peter Thompson holds a Master of Public Administration from the Kennedy School of Government
at Harvard, an MBA from the Australian Graduate School of Management and an Arts degree in
politics and history from the Australian National University.
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Peter is also an Adjunct Professor at Macquarie University’s Department of International
Communication.
Peter’s warm, intelligent and interactive style makes him popular with corporations, organisations
and audiences of all types.

Client testimonials
feedback on the panel sessions has been very strong ... The firm really values the
“ The
relationship it has established with you... the generous contribution that you made to us and
BD's development has been widely regarded by the partners as outstanding.
- Blake Dawson

just can't thank you enough for your delivery at the forum. I only now have the formal
“ Ifeedback
and it was extraordinary. It confirms the buzz of the night and all the follow up
contacts I've received. The event was rated in our top 3 out of over 300 and you earnt great
recognition and applause.
- Tasmanian Dept State and Regional Development

two years in a row now, Peter has handled his role as MC facilitator with sensitivity and
“ For
professional aplomb. Peter is in a league of his own as a corporate MC/interviewer. He digs
deep and drills into the key issues. If any client is looking for a frothy, shallow MC, don't
choose Peter Thompson! If you're looking for a brave, intelligent, insightful MC, Peter
Thompson is your man.
- Australian Business Theatre
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